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1 Introduction

Nowadays, ontologies are widely used to improve the convenience of information

organisation and access to it in fields such as artificial intelligence, software en-

gineering, biomedical informatics, healthcare, enterprise bookmarking, industrial

projects, etc. Answering various types of queries mediated by a description logic

(DL) ontology has been known as an essential reasoning problem in knowledge

representation since the early 1990s. The proliferation of DLs and their applica-

tions, the development of the Web Ontology Language OWL1, and especially the

paradigm of Ontology-Based Data Access have made theory and practice of an-

swering ontology-mediated queries (a pair of ontology and query, for short, OMQs)

a hot research area lying at the crossroads of Knowledge Representation and Rea-

soning, Semantic Technologies and the Semantic Web, Knowledge Graphs, and

Database Theory and Technologies.

This thesis aims to explore the practical potential of specific ontology in ontology-

mediated query answering tasks and focuses on challenges associated with chosen

ontology type. Our study will provide insights into the complication of selected

ontology usage for ontology-based data access and analyse opportunities to expand

existing practice in this area.

1.1 Object of research

We focus on Ontology-Based Data Access (OBDA) [23, 26] with expressive ontolo-

gies, where an ontology is used as a helpful tool for supporting query answering

for distributed and heterogeneous data sources.

A standard OBDA scenario follows a certain sequence of actions (see Figure

1), where:

– end-user is not involved in the original data organisation;

– user is given an ontology, developed by a domain expert, that defines concepts

and properties familiar to the user and provides a vocabulary for the user’s

queries;

1https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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– the data schemas (e.g. relational tables) are transformed into data storage in

terms of the ontology vocabulary via mapping (encoded in languages such as

R2RML – Relational databases (RDB) to Resource Description Framework

(RDF) Mapping Language);

– the task of an OBDA system is to convert or rewrite user’s query, with the

help of the ontology and mappings, into an equivalent standard query over

the data and answer a new query over the database.

Figure 1: A scheme of OBDA system. The user (domain expert) writes a query
with the knowledge of vocabulary and ontology rules describing data dependencies
in terms of vocabulary. IT expert transforms the heterogenous data into mappings
using given vocabulary. These mappings present data in the graph form consistent
with the ontology syntax. Finally, the OBDA system generates a query rewriting
into an equivalent standard query over the mappings only.

Thus, an ontology provides a high-level conceptual view of the data, comple-

ments the data with background knowledge, and maintains queries over multiple

and heterogeneous data sets. For this approach to work, one has to choose the

ontology language carefully. In what follows, we mainly consider ontologies for-

mulated regarding suitable description logic.
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To ensure theoretical and practical tractability, the OBDA paradigm presup-

poses that the users’ OMQs are reformulated – or rewritten – by the OBDA sys-

tem into conventional database queries over the original data sources, which have

proved to be quite efficiently evaluated by the existing database management sys-

tems. Whether or not such a rewriting is possible and into which target query

language, naturally depends on the OMQ. One way to uniformly guarantee the

desired rewritability is to delimit the language for OMQ ontologies and queries.

Thus, the OWL2QL profile2 of OWL2 was designed to guarantee rewritability of

all OMQs with a OWL2QL ontology and a conjunctive query (CQ) into first-order

(FO) queries, that is, essentially SQL queries. In complexity-theoretic terms, the

FO-rewritability of an OMQ means that it can be answered in LogTime uniform

AC0, one of the smallest complexity classes.

In our research, we focus on the problem of determining the complexity and

rewritability working for a particular ontology that extends the expressiveness of

OBDA. We consider the ontology containing one rule called covering axiom –

{A ⊑ F ⊔ T} – which is not described in the OWL2QL language. The research

based on such an ontology is driven by practical needs since the ontology idea is

widely used to describe real data in social networks, industrial processes, decision-

making, etc.

1.2 Subject of research

The subject of our research is the covering axiom stating that the union of two

other classes covers one class. The relevance of the subject at hand lies in the

significant impact on expanding the expressiveness of OBDA in the case that it

is unsuitable for standard SQL rewritings over data. The problem of answering

ontology-mediated queries with a covering axiom strongly connects graph theory,

constraint satisfaction problems, and the other fields of theoretical computer sci-

ence. The main problem is determining the complexity efficiently and, if it lies

in the tractable valuable case for practical application, providing the algorithm

for rewriting OMQ into FO query or datalog program. However, even for such a

simple small case of one rule in the disjunctive ontology, the computational prob-

2https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/
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lem of answering OMQ remains very complex. We study only Boolean conjunctive

queries, because they provide an answer without direct individual item answers due

to a covering axiom ambiguity. The tree-shaped form of the queries was chosen in

the process of analysing the difficulty of the task at hand and chosen methodology

for determining data complexity.

Figure 2: Example of ontology-mediated query Q with a covering axiom. A simple
query q has no answers over original data A. However, taking into account all
possible label assignments with respect to the ontology, the answer is ‘yes’ in all
the models of the data. Thus, the answer to OMQ is also ‘yes’.

To sum up, we focused on Boolean tree-shaped conjunctive queries mediated by

a covering axiom. We investigated for them the data complexity and rewritability

problems in the framework of OBDA extension. Figure 2 shows an example of

ontological query answering.

1.3 Tasks and objectives of the research

The research aims to efficiently determine the data complexity of answering queries

mediated by description logic ontologies and construct their optimal rewritings to
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standard database queries. The problem is known to be computationally very

complex in general without explicit syntactic characterisations available while be-

ing extremely important and relevant to ontology-based data access and datalog

optimisation. Our study focuses on Boolean conjunctive queries mediated by a

simple covering axiom stating that the union of two other classes covers one class.

1.3.1 Data complexity

We study the data complexity of answering ontology-mediated Boolean conjunctive

queries with a covering axiom:

(d-sirup) Q = (covA, q), where covA = {A ⊑ F ⊔ T } is an ontology and q is a

Boolean CQ with unary predicates F , T and arbitrary binary predicates.

By the data complexity, we determine the computational complexity of answering

Q with a specified ontology and a fixed conjunctive query, but over any input data

instance A under the open world semantics.

The main flexible factor that impacts the data complexity in our task is the

structure of queries. Thus, we aim to comprehend how the interplay between the

covering axiom A ⊑ F ⊔T and the structure of q determines the complexity of Q.

Preferring plain graph-theoretic terms for q and data instances because of the

convenience of their analysis, manipulation and visualisation as labelled directed

graphs, we can formulate the problem of answering Q in the following way:

Instance: any labelled directed graph (digraph, for short) A;

Problem: decide whether each digraph obtained by labelling every A-node in

A with either F or T contains a homomorphic image of q (in which case the

certain answer to Q over A is ‘yes’).

Formulated above task can be done in coNP [1] as q is fixed. So the existence

of a homomorphism from q to any labelling of A can be checked in polynomial

time by inspecting all possible |A||q|-many maps from q to A. To address the

given problem, we may consider applying a resolution-based prover or evaluating

the disjunctive datalog program {(1), (2)} below over A. However, both methods

would entail identifying proofs of exponential size.

8



So, the data complexity problem as the subject of our research leads to the

questions:

- whether there exists an alternative, more effective algorithmic solution for a

given Q in principle and

- whether it can be executed as a standard (linear, symmetric) datalog or first-

order query evaluated over the input graphs A.

1.3.2 Rewritability

Now, it is necessary to raise the issue of the second problem – rewritability – about

what we have already mentioned.

By rewritability, we assume the reduction of the task of finding certain answers

to Q over any input A to the task of evaluating a conventional database query

Q′ with optimal data complexity directly over A. The query Q′ is then called a

rewriting of the ontology-mediated query Q.

In terms of datalog notations, the OMQ Q = (covA, q) is equivalent to the

monadic disjunctive datalog query

T (x) ∨ F (x)← A(x) (1)

G← q (2)

with a nullary (goal) predicate G. In the 1980s, trying to understand bounded-

ness (FO-rewritability) and linearisability (linear-datalog-rewritability) of datalog

queries, the database community introduced the notion of sirup – standing for

‘datalog query with a single recursive rule’ [27, 17] – which was thought to be

crucial for understanding datalog recursion and optimising datalog programs [21].

Our OMQs Q or disjunctive datalog queries ({(1), (2)},G) – which henceforth

are referred to as (monadic) disjunctive sirups (disjunctive sirups) or simply d-

sirups – play the same fundamental role for understanding OMQs with expressive

ontologies and monadic disjunctive datalog queries.

d-sirups may appear syntactically simple, but they actually belong to a highly

complex class of OMQs. For example, deciding first-order rewritability of d-sirups

turns out to be 2ExpTime-hard – as complicated as deciding program bounded-

ness of arbitrary monadic datalog programs [7, 3]. Interestingly, one of the sources
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of this unexpectedly high complexity is the ‘twin’ FT -labels of nodes in CQs,

when atoms F (x), T (x) ∈ q, for some variable x. We can eliminate this source

by imposing the standard disjointness constraint F ⊓ T ⊑ ⊥ (or ⊥ ← F (x), T (x)

in datalog parlance), often used in ontologies and conceptual modelling. Thus, we

arrive to dd-sirups (disjoint disjunctive sirups) of the form

(dd-sirup) Q = (cov⊥A, q), where cov⊥A = {A ⊑ F ⊔ T, F ⊓ T ⊑ ⊥}.

To make a conclusion of these two subsections, we want to highlight that the

complexity and rewritability of both d- and dd-sirups only depend on the structure

of the CQs q, which suggests a research programme of classifying (d)d-sirups by

the type of the graph underlying q – directed path, tree, their undirected variants,

etc. – and characterising the data complexity and rewritability of OMQs in the

resulting classes.

1.3.3 Comparison of two approaches to query answering via logical

reasoners using datalog programs and via data labelling using

machine learning approaches

In addition to the theoretical studies, we provide experiments with the help of

machine learning to consider our task in terms of the nodes classification problem

on graphs. Using state-of-the-art models of graph neural networks, missed data la-

bels can be reconstructed and then we can analyse query answers for different data

sets without using an ontology. Taking actual social graphs with nodes labelled

by binary classes, we mask labels (removing a part of the original labels) from 5%

to 95% labels’ coverage and assign labels according to the trained graph neural

network. Then, we compare query answers for a graph containing all known labels

with the results obtained from our OBDA approaches. Answering Boolean CQs

with covering axiom may vary not only from data complexity, which we discussed

early, but also from the quantity and the positions of unlabelled data in the graph.

For our OBDA methods, we examine systems that support rule-based ap-

proaches for working with disjunctive datalog programs and test them for our

task. We compare running time for original task formulation, a query plus ontol-

ogy, and their rewritable cases.
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Finally, we compare two different approaches to identify the profitability of logic

reasoning via OMQ rewriting and graph neural network data labelling followed by

querying obtained full-labelled graph.

Core research tasks of Ph.D. research consist of

– proofing conditions for concrete answering problem for OMQ with a covering

axiom to belong to a certain complexity class according to the data size;

– identifying syntactical separation criteria based on query structure;

– finding tractable cases of OMQs with FO- or Datalog- rewritability;

– conducting performance analysis of Datalog-rewritable queries on real data

using Datalog reasoning systems;

– providing a comparative analysis of logic reasoners for answering OMQs and

their alternatives – machine learning models for labelling data and finding

an answer by querying labelled data without the ontology.

The general goal of our work is to classify OMQs with a covering axiom

based on simple and transparent syntactic conditions on the form of the query and

determine OMQs’ theoretical and empirical data complexities for the answering

task.

1.4 Key results and conclusions

This section describes the main contributions achieved by the present work, its

novelty, theoretical and practical significance, research methodology and the reli-

ability of the results.

Key aspects/ideas to be defended:

1. provided reduction of detecting the tractability of a path-OMQ with a cover-

ing axiom to checking the tractability of a CSP and tested Polyanna frame-

work working for CSP patterns to find tractable OMQs [15];

2. obtained complete syntactic classification of (d)d-sirups (cov⊥A, q) with a

path-shaped CQ q according to their data complexity and rewritability type

[13, 12];
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3. performed descriptive analysis on the impact of unlabelled data on the per-

formance of disjunctive datalog reasoners; analysed the efficiency of logic

reasoners compared to the use of graph neural networks as a machine learn-

ing alternative for ontological query answering problem [16].

Scientific novelty. The originality of our work is unveiled in different aspects.

First, the prime research motivation is extending OBDA usage to a more expressive

ontology. So, our novel contribution is that we identified tractable cases of queries

for ontology with only one covering axiom, where even simple, expressive ontology

requires complex developments for its analysis. Secondly, a novel algorithm was

suggested for separating tractable cases from intractable ones for a restricted fam-

ily of queries. The proposed methodology is based on a combination of datalog

and automata-theoretic techniques. Also, in researching the practical extension

of OBDA with covering axiom, new theoretical results were obtained for estab-

lishing computational hardness for different cases. We found several necessary or

sufficient conditions on belonging to a particular complexity class or satisfying a

specific rewritabily type. We also provided theoretical boundaries on the proposed

algorithms for answering ontology-mediated queries with a covering axiom.

Theoretical and practical significance. Nowadays, many existing ontologies

fail to comply with the restrictions mandated by the standard languages for OBDA.

In practice, the non-complying axioms are often disregarded from the ontology in

the hope that there will not be too significant deference between answers to the

original and the approximate OMQs.

In response to this problem, our research is an attempt to figure out whether

there is another fate for a covering axiom, because it is a widely-used rule in on-

tologies describing real data. Inspired by the findings of Lutz and Sabellek [25]

on a semantic characterisation of OMQs with an OWL 2 EL ontology, we made

an important finding for our OBDA extension. Then we developed our own novel

techniques serving as a source of inspiration for future theoretical research endeav-

ours in the field and proving the theoretical significance of obtained tetrachotomy

of complexity classes in terms of the data complexity for answering OMQs task

with a covering axiom.
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Practical significance not only lies in the ability to use obtained algorithms for

answering OMQs, but also in evaluating whether the logic approach for OMQs can

be dominated by the widely adopted machine learning approach for data labelling

in the case of various amounts of unlabelled data. The obtained results showed

the significance of logical reasoners compared to statistical methods used in the

current systems without ontology integration, but also their limitations when the

amount of labelled data is too small.

The methodology of the research. The theoretical part of the study is

based on computational complexity theory, datalog optimisation, graph theory,

automata-theoretic techniques, and description logic. The practical part includes

the usage of graph neural networks, classic machine learning and statistics, and,

also, testing systems supporting disjunctive datalog.

The reliability of the results. It is ensured by the complete proofs of theorems

providing the correctness of results. Practical experiments comprise complex and

exhaustive calculations taking into account the metrics’ confidence intervals and

comparing two diverse approaches such as machine learning-based and logic-based.

Funding. The research was supported by the Faculty of Computer Science, HSE

University; Russian Science Foundation; HSE University Basic Research Program;

Russian Foundation for Basic Research.
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thesis used this approach to show that detecting the tractability of a path-OMQ

with a covering axiom can be reduced to checking the tractability of a CSP. The

author used the Polyanna software, which is based on finding polymorphisms, for

checking the computational complexity of CSP patterns corresponding concrete

OMQs to detect whether answering a given OMQ with a 4-variable path CQ can

be done in P or is coNP-hard. Practical experiments with Polyanna help to define

a syntactical condition for P/coNP separation of the OMQs.

In [13, 12], we studied the problem of obtaining transparent syntactic separa-

tion criteria for d-sirups with disjoint covering classes and a path-shaped Boolean

conjunctive query. The author received several sufficient conditions for member-

ship in AC0, L, NL, P, and coNP. In particular, the author’s contribution was

focused on reduction algorithms for L/NL complexity classes via reachability prob-

lem. In addition, the author identifies query homomorphisms leading to separation

criteria of L/NL and P data complexity classes.

In [16], the author stated the problem of comparing logic approach versus

popular machine learning models, such as graph neural networks trained for node

classification, to provide an analysis of whether OMQ with a covering axiom can

be substituted with label data saturation and then querying directly to data. The

author of the thesis formulated the goals for the experiment design, performed

logic reasoners evaluation, prepared the paper, and supervised the research on the

comparison of logic-based and GNN-based reasoning for OMQs with a covering

axiom.

The author of the thesis is a corresponding author in [16] (Q1 WoS, Scopus)

and [15] (Scopus). In [13, 12] (Q1 WoS, Scopus), the author of the thesis is placed

first, while all the authors significantly contribute to the work.
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2 Content of the work

This section provides an overview of the thesis. Each subsection presents original

research results in the form of a brief summary of the main ideas, developments,

and innovations introduced in the chapter.

Volume and structure of the work. The thesis contains an introductory

chapter, a concluding chapter and the content of four papers. In total, the thesis

has a page count of 132 pages, including the appendix.

2.1 Checking the Data Complexity of Ontology-Mediated

Queries: A Case Study with Non-uniform CSPs and

Polyanna

The first chapter of the thesis presents our research on reducing our problem

to CSP in order to distinguish between OMQs in P and coNP. In addition, it

contains our experience of working with the Polyanna3 [9] software for finding

polymorphisms. The paper’s primary goal is to consider the task from a different

angle using the methodology of CSPs and, among other things, to summarise what

we knew about the data complexity of answering the OMQs for our case study at

that moment.

For non-Horn ontology languages (allowing disjunctive axioms), a crucial step

in understanding data complexity and rewritability was the discovery in [4] of

a connection between OMQs and non-uniform constraint satisfaction problems

(CSPs) with a fixed template via MMSNP (Monotone Monadic Strict NP) from [8].

It was used to show that deciding FO- and datalog-rewritability of OMQs with an

ontology in any DL between ALC and SHIU and an atomic query is NExpTime-

complete. The Feder-Vardi dichotomy of CSPs [6, 30] implies a P/coNP di-

chotomy of such OMQs, which is decidable in NExpTime.

We illustrate how OMQs of the form (cov⊥⊤, q) with a path CQ q can be reduced

to CSPs (Figure 3). In particular, we are interested in non-uniform CSPs. Let B
be a fixed relational structure called a template in this setting. Each template B

3ttps://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/activities/constraints/software/#Polyanna
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gives rise to the decision problem CSP(B) which is to decide, given a data instance

A, whether there is a homomorphism from A to B, in which case we write A → B.
We show, following [4], how given an OMQ Q = (cov⊥⊤, q) with a path CQ q, one

can construct a template Bq such that, for any data instance A, we have A → Bq
iff cov⊥⊤,A ̸|= q.

Figure 3: An example of converting OMQs to non-uniform CSPs

To check whether CSP(Bq) is in P or coNP-hard, one can use the program

Polyanna. Polyanna proceeds in two stages. First, it finds a core of the template Bq
(‘squashing’). Then Polyanna decides tractability or coNP-hardness of CSP(Bq)
by checking whether the core template has polymorphisms of certain types by

constructing and solving the corresponding ‘indicator problems’ [19]. While doing

this, Polyanna uses different decomposition techniques to reduce computation in

the case when the indicator problem has symmetries. The indicator problem for

polymorphisms of arity k and cores with d vertices, for a signature Γ, has k · dk
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variables and ΣR∈Γ|R|k constraints. Given a core template of size d, Polyanna

considers polymorphisms of arity up to max(3, d). In practice, for our use case,

this implies that it can handle cores of size up to 4, but runs out of memory for

some cores of size ≥ 5.

Despite the idea that we can transfer results on P/coNP dichotomy for CSPs

to our task, we still lack simple and transparent, in particular syntactic, conditions

guaranteeing this or that data complexity or type of rewritability. Some results in

this direction were obtained in [18, 20] and, within this work, we have presented

results on proving coNP-hardness for certain queries with specific structure. How-

ever, the fact that a transparent classification of monadic sirups according to their

data complexity has not been found so far, and the close connection to CSPs

indicates that this problem is extremely hard in general.

The main conclusions of the work are the following. Firstly, we explain by

means of a simple example how detecting the tractability of a path-OMQ can

be reduced to checking the tractability of a CSP. Secondly, we discuss how the

program Polyanna, which was designed to check the tractability of CSPs, can be

used in the context of our case study for detecting whether answering a given OMQ

with a 4-variable path CQ can be done in P or is coNP-hard. Thirdly, as for the

data complexity of answering the OMQs in the framework of our case study, we

sketch direct proofs of coNP-hardness using a reduction of 3SAT. Finally, we

show how Polyanna can be used for constructing monadic datalog rewritings of

tractable OMQs using an arc-consistency check. In addition, in the appendix, we

summarise what we know about the data complexity of answering the OMQs for

our task.

The novelty of the work is twofold. Firstly, we proposed initial investigations

on interconnections between (d)d-sirups and CSPs to transfer results from one

formalism to another. Secondly, new theoretical results in terms of the data com-

plexity of answering the OMQs with a covering axiom , where we classify the

OMQs according to the number of occurrences of solitary F in their CQs (the case

of solitary T is symmetric).

The paper was published in the Springer book “Description Logic, Theory

Combination, and All That” indexed in Scopus and WoS.
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2.2 A Tetrachotomy of Ontology-Mediated Queries with a

Covering Axiom

The second chapter contains crucial theoretical results of the research. We ob-

tained some theoretical results for OMQs corresponding to computationally valu-

able classes from AC0 to L/NL and P. Queries are described and classified in

terms of their structure (node labels, edge labels, edge direction, etc.). The most

flexible characteristic is node labelling because ontology works with node labels.

Edges’ direction and labels can be fixed to simplify the task and clarify the process

of node labelling with the help of ontology. Also, the most important result about

the complete classification of a restricted family of queries is presented.

In this chapter, we reported on our ongoing attempts to obtain a complete

classification of OMQs of the form Q = (covA, q), where covA = {A ⊑ F ⊔ T},
or Q = (cov⊥A, q), where cov⊥A = {A ⊑ F ⊔ T, F ⊓ T ⊑ ⊥}, and q is a Boolean

CQ. We have observed that answering such OMQs is often tractable, with the

respective OMQs being rewritable into standard datalog queries over the data.

Sometimes we can even achieve rewritability into linear datalog, which guarantees

OMQ answering in NL. We have given a few necessary and sufficient conditions

for these phenomena. The simple examples collected in Table 1 show how minor

tweaks to q can drastically affect the complexity of OMQs.

We only consider path CQs q (whose digraph is path-shaped). Solitary F and

T nodes will simply be called F - and T -nodes, respectively. We denote the first

(root) node in q by bq and the last (leaf) node by eq. Given nodes x and y, we write

x ≺ y to say that there is a directed path from x to y in q; as usual, x ⪯ y means

x ≺ y or x = y. For x ⪯ y, the set [x, y] comprises those atoms in q whose variables

are in the interval {z | x ⪯ z ⪯ y} and (x, y) = [x, y] \ {T (x), F (x), T (y), F (y)}.
For i = (x, y), we let |i| be the length of the path from x to y, and |q| = |(bq, eq)|.

We divide path CQs into three disjoint classes: 0-CQs, 1-CQs, and 2-CQs. By

a 0-CQ, we mean any CQ that does not contain a solitary F (or T , respectively).

A 1-CQ have exactly one solitary F (or T , respectively) and at least one solitary

T (or F , respectively). If a CQ contains at least two F -nodes and at least two

T -nodes, it is called 2-CQ. A twin in a CQ q is any pair F (x), T (x) ∈ q. dd-sirups

(cov⊥A, q) with q containing FT -twins are always FO-rewritable.
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Table 1: Examples of q from OMQs with the ontology covA with respect to their
data complexity classes

Complexity CQ q Explanation

AC0 F if q has only F but no T ,
then the F can be ignored

checks undirected reachability:

L
F T F T

the answer to Q is ‘yes’
checks directed reachability:

NL F T F T

the answer to Q is ‘yes’

P T
F

T evaluates monotone circuits

coNP
F F T T

checks CNF satisfiability

We split twinless 1-CQs further into periodic and aperiodic ones, only consider-

ing 1-CQs with a single F -node and at least one T -node (as the case with a single

T -node and at least one F -node is symmetric). Given such a twinless 1-CQ q and

natural numbers l, r with l + r ≥ 1, we write q = qlr to say that q has l-many

T -nodes x−l ≺ · · · ≺ x−1 that ≺-precede its only F -node x0, and r-many T -nodes

x1 ≺ · · · ≺ xr that ≺-succeed x0. For every i with −l ≤ i ≤ r + 1, we define a set

ri of binary atoms by taking ri = (xi−1, xi), where x−l−1 = bq and xr+1 = eq. Note

that ri ̸= ∅ for −l < i < r + 1, but r−l = ∅ if bq = x−l and rr+1 = ∅ if xr = eq.

q = qlr

bq

T

x−l

. . .
T

x−1

F

x0

T

x1

. . .
T

xr eq

r−l r0 r1 rr+1

Each ri determines a finite sequence ⟨ri⟩ of binary predicate symbols. We call q

right-periodic if q = q0r and either r = 1 or ⟨ri⟩ = ⟨r1⟩ for all i = 1, . . . , r and

⟨rr+1⟩ = ⟨r1⟩∗λ for some (possibly empty) prefix λ of ⟨r1⟩. By taking a mirror

image of this definition, we obtain the notion of left-periodic 1-CQ, in which case

q = ql 0 and either l = 1 or ⟨r−i⟩ = ⟨r0⟩ for all i = 1, . . . , l − 1 and ⟨r−l⟩ = λ⟨r0⟩∗

for some (possibly empty) suffix λ of ⟨r0⟩. A twinless 1-CQ q is called periodic if

it is either right- or left-periodic, and aperiodic otherwise.
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Theorem (AC0 /NL /P / coNP-tetrachotomy of (d-sirups) dd-sirups with

a (twinlesspath) path CQ ). Let Q be any d-sirup with a twinless path CQ q

or any dd-sirup with a path CQ q. Then the following tetrachotomy holds (where

the three ‘if ’ can be replaced by ‘iff’ provided that NL ̸= P ̸= coNP):

(AC0) Q is FO-rewritable and can be answered in AC0 iff q is a 0-CQ or contains

an FT -twin; otherwise,

(NL) Q is linear-datalog-rewritable and answering it is NL-complete if q is a

periodic 1-CQ ;

(P) Q is datalog-rewritable and answering it is P-complete if q is an aperiodic

1-CQ ;

(coNP) answering Q is coNP-complete if q is a 2-CQ.

The main result of our research: a novel complete syntactic classification of

dd-sirups (cov⊥A, q) with a path-shaped CQ q according to their data complex-

ity and rewritability type. While the AC0/NL part of this AC0/NL/P/coNP-

tetrachotomy follows from our earlier results [11, 14, 29], proving P- and especially

coNP-hardness turns out to be tough and requires the development of novel tech-

niques.

We published two works on these results. The first one was published in the

proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Principles of Knowledge Rep-

resentation and Reasoning (Core A∗), and the second one was published in Arti-

ficial Intelligence Journal indexed as Q1 (2022) in Scopus and Web of Science.

2.3 Comparative Analysis of Logic Reasoning and Graph

Neural Networks for Ontology-Mediated Query An-

swering with a Covering Axiom

The third chapter focuses on OMQs belonging to the complexity classes L/NL and

P, for which there exists a way to rewrite the original query to a datalog program

taking into account information from disjunctive ontology.
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Table 2 provides the complexity classes and graphical representations of con-

junctive queries (adding q6 query from coNP), for which we are conducting ex-

periments on performance evaluation of datalog reasoners in this study.

Table 2: Queries graphical representation as directed labelled graphs

Query Query graph Complexity

q0

T . T . F

NL

q1

T F

NL

q2

T T T F

NL

q3

T F T

NL

q4

T F T

P

q5

F T . T

P

q6

T F T F

coNP

Having produced a datalog program, we aim to understand the efficiency of

reasoning solvers for ontology-mediated query answering on different datasets and

query patterns. We choose two well-known easy-to-use datalog syntax reasoners

DLV (DataLog with ∨–disjunction) [24] (via deductive reasoning using disjunctive

logic programming), and Clingo [10] (via Answer Set Programming (ASP)). We

focused on how the size of unlabelled data impacts the reasoning solvers’ perfor-

mance, which graph neural networks perform the best for node classification, and

how querying data enriched with the obtained labelling from GNNs is compared

to logic reasoners and ground truth.

We analysed the performance of datalog reasoners depending on the different

tractable queries concerning smart/direct datalog rewritings and the percentage

of data masked for an ontology evaluation as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

For logic-based reasoners, we have seen that the running time of datalog sys-

tems for different sizes of unlabelled data directly depends on the conjunctive query

structure. Clingo performs faster than DLV across large networks due to efficient
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Figure 4: Comparison of the running time of DLV (left) and Clingo (right) systems
for different queries on Polblogs.

Figure 5: Comparison of the running time of DLV (left) and Clingo (right) systems
for different queries on Deezer.

ASP implementation. In addition, it is important to mention that if the size of

unlabelled data is too much, then the ontological approach could fail due to a lack

of labels, as shown in Figure 5.

For GNN-based reasoning, we have received that the prediction level for node

classification, especially for graphs with negative assortativity, is not enough to

replace logic reasoners. However, for large networks, even GNN models with high

accuracy, such as Graph Convolutional Network(GCN) [22] and Graph Attention

Network (GAT) [28], will fail because their node labelling covers most simple

OMQs patterns that can be found in the data.
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Our results highlight the importance of combined analysis of network and query

structures and the amount and placement of unlabelled data for choosing between

a precise or approximate decision-making method. The novelty of our work lies in

the fact that we have pointed out the limitations of the node classification approach

for the OMQ answering problem and have proved the benefits of reasoners and

OMQs rewriting in promoting data consistency.

This paper has been published in the IEEE Access Journal. It is rated Q1

(2022) in Web of Science and Scopus.
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3 Conclusion

The thesis is based on four published papers: two Q1 journal articles [12, 16], the

article in the proceedings of the Core A∗ conference [13] and the article from the

Springer book [15]. The articles [15, 13, 12] provide new approaches in the field

of OBDA for a specific case of answering Boolean conjunctive tree-shaped queries

mediated by an ontology with a covering axiom. The paper [16] proposes a novel

insight into the importance of OBDA compared to the machine learning approach

to mitigate ontology rules with data labelling.

All papers together allow us to integrate the covering axiom into OBDA, pro-

viding theoretical boundaries of practical OBDA cases and constructive rewriting

of OMQs answering into datalog programs. The research bridges the gap between

semantic technologies, theoretical computer science and database management.

The main contributions of this thesis to be defended are the following:

1. presented methodology to find tractable cases of a path-OMQ with a covering

axiom via checking tractability of a CSP using Polyanna framework and

providing monadic datalog rewritings for tractable cases with the complexity

AC0, L/NL, and P.

2. identified complete syntactic classification of (d)d-sirups (cov⊥A, q) with a

path-shaped CQ q according to their data complexity and rewritability type

among AC0 /NL /P /coNP.

3. performed analysis for efficiency of OMQs with a covering axiom compar-

ing OBDA versus machine learning applied for labelling data and directly

answering queries over labelled data.
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Future research

Directions for future research are raised from restrictions of our results. It is

challenging to extend the main theorem on complete classification for more general

families of OMQs such as (i) d-sirups with path CQs (that may contain FT -twins),

(ii) undirected path-shaped, (iii) ditree- and (iv) undirected tree-shaped dd- and

d-sirups. Then, it would be important to settle the tight complexity of deciding

FO- and other types of rewritability for arbitrary (d)d-sirups.

The next step is to consider the complexity of deciding a rewritability to more

complex ontologies such as Schema.org with multiple disjunctions, DL-Litekrom and

DL-Litebool [2] with restricted existential quantification on the right-hand side of

implications.

Analysing the size of FO-rewritings for OMQs with disjunctive axioms (starting

with d- and dd-sirups) is also interesting.

Another direction is considering the data complexity and rewritability problems

for (d)d-sirups with multiple answer variables.

In addition, finding lower data complexity bounds for classes of OMQs, for

which rewriting algorithms are complete, may be of great importance for closing

the case of disjunctive ontologies and their roles in OBDA.

Finally, we need to suggest novel approaches to avoid the effect that saturating

data via graph neural networks may provide very precise results for data labelling,

but fail to produce correct answers to OMQs.
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